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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we consider a cognitive scenario where an energy harvesting secondary user shares the spectrum with a
primary user. The secondary source helps the primary source in delivering its undelivered packets during periods of silence
of the primary source. The primary source has a queue for storing its data packets, whereas the secondary source has two
data queues: a queue for storing its own packets and the other for storing the fraction of the undelivered primary packets
accepted for relaying. The secondary source is assumed to be a battery-based node, which harvests energy packets from the
environment. In addition to its data queues, the secondary user has an energy queue to store the harvested energy packets.
The secondary energy packets are used for primary packets decoding and data packets transmission. More specifically,
if the secondary energy queue is empty, the secondary source can neither help the primary source nor transmit a packet
from the data queues. The energy queue is modeled as a discrete-time queue with Markov arrival and service processes.
Because of the interaction of the queues, we provide inner and outer bounds on the stability region of the proposed system.
We investigate the impact of the energy arrival rate on the stability region. Numerical results show the significant gain of
cooperation. Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The electromagnetic radio spectrum is a scarce resource
[1]. Regulatory bodies have announced that the electro-
magnetic spectrum is left unused for most of the time, and
large portions of certain licensed frequency bands remain
idle. Recently, researchers have proposed the idea of cogni-
tive radio, whereby the secondary users (SUs) can use the
licensed primary resources whenever these resources are
unutilized by the primary users (PUs).
Designing an energy efficient scheme for wireless sensor
networks is desirable because of its practical applications
[2–4]. This is because sensor nodes are generally battery
operated, and therefore, energy consumption is very impor-
tant. In many practical applications, the SU is an energy
†Mohamed Nafie is also affiliated with the Electronics and Communi-
cations Department, Cairo University.
constrained device, which is equipped by a rechargeable
battery. The secondary operation, which involves spec-
trum sensing, packets decoding, and channel accessing, is
accompanied by energy consumption. Consequently, for
designing an energy efficient system, the SU must optimize
its decisions to efficiently invest the available energy in
its battery.
Energy harvesting technology is an emerging technol-
ogy that has been recognized as a promising effective
solution to optimally increase the lifetime of wireless
energy constrained networks by eliminating the cost
for hard-wiring or replacing batteries of rechargeable
mobile devices [5]. It enables wireless nodes to collect
(harvest) energy from the surrounding environment [6].
For a comprehensive overview of the different energy
harvesting technologies, the reader is referred to [7] and the
references therein.
Several articles have discussed optimal energy man-
agement strategies such as [8–13]. The authors in [8]
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investigate an energy constrained cognitive terminal with-
out explicitly involving an energy queue. Throughput
and mean delay optimal energy management policies for
single-node communication were identified in [9]. The
energy allocation over a finite horizon with the objective
of maximizing the throughput was investigated in [10].
Minimizing the transmission completion time of an energy
harvesting system was considered in [11] and [12]. The
optimal solution is obtained using a geometric framework.
The authors in [13] considered energy harvesting transmit-
ters with batteries of finite energy storage capacity, and
the problem of throughput maximization by a deadline is
solved for a static channel.
The authors in [14] studied the stability region, which
describes the theoretical limit on data rates of data queues
that can be pushed into the system while maintaining all
the data queues stable, for a cognitive radio network con-
sisting of one rechargeable PU and one SU plugged to a
reliable power source under the assumption of a decoupled
M/D/1† energy queue with unity service rate. This assump-
tion implies one energy packet expenditure each time slot
regardless of state of all other queues in the network.
The impact of cooperation on the stable throughput of a
source in a wireless three-node network topology (source-
relay-destination) was investigated in [15]. The nodes were
energy harvesters with bursty data traffic and without chan-
nel state information at the transmitters. The authors in [16]
characterized the maximum stable throughput for a sin-
gle secondary terminal sharing the channel with a single
primary terminal. The SU randomly senses and accesses
the channel to achieve the maximum secondary through-
put. Sultan [17] investigated the optimal sensing and access
policies for an energy harvesting SU based on the Markov
decision process. In [18], the authors investigated the
optimal sensing duration that an energy harvesting SU
selects in each time slot to maximize its stable throughput.
The primary and secondary terminals are assumed to be
energy harvesters.
Cooperation between the primary and the secondary sys-
tems has gained considerable attention recently [19–25].
Under cooperation, the SU aids the PU to increase the com-
munication reliability of its transmissions and overcome
the channel fading effects. The cooperation is useful for the
secondary source to increase the spectrum availability for
its own transmissions.
In [23], the authors study a cognitive network with
one primary and one secondary transmitter. The secondary
source adjusts its power such that the secondary queue
mean service rate is maximized while preserving the sta-
bility of both the primary and secondary queues. Elsaadany
et al. [24] considered a network with one PU and one
SU capable of relaying. The secondary delay is minimized
under constraints that ensure the stability of the primary,
†The notation of discrete-time M/D/1 queue is used to describe a
queueing system with Bernoulli arrival process and deterministic
service process.
the secondary, and the relaying queues and for a given
predefined threshold on the relaying power budget. The
authors in [25] characterized the stability region in a two
user cognitive network where the nodes are supplied with
multipacket reception capabilities.
In this work, we study the impact of having a cooperative
energy harvesting SU with the PU on the stability region.
The analysis is carried out from network layer perspective.
We make the following contributions in this paper.
 We investigate the stability region of an energy har-
vesting cooperative SU. We provide inner and outer
bounds on the stability region.
 The proposed system is studied with two energy
queue models. In the first model, we propose to model
the energy queue as a discrete-time queue with cer-
tain arrival rate and certain service rate. The service
process of the energy queue depends on the state of
the data queues and the secondary operation (chan-
nel accessing and primary packet decoding). In the
second model, we make use of the decoupled M/D/1
queue with unity service rate, which was assumed in,
for example, [14,16] and the references therein. The
M/D/1 with unity service rate model assumes a packet
consumption per slot regardless of the other queues
state and the secondary operation, and therefore, it is
a nonrealistic assumption. This is because the energy
consumption could happen every slot even if the SU
is silent (in terms of decoding a primary packet or
accessing a sensed free time slot with a data packet).
 Numerically, we study the impact of the energy arrival
rate on the stability region of the network.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the
next section, we describe the system model considered in
this paper. The stability region of the proposed system is
investigated in Section 3. In Section 4, we provide some
numerical results for the optimization problems considered
in this paper. The conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
2. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a cognitive scenario composed of one PU and
one energy harvesting SU as shown in Figure 1. The pro-
posed setting shown in Figure 1 can be seen as a subsystem
in a larger network in which the primary and secondary
pairs are sharing orthogonal channels. The analysis pro-
vided in this paper focuses on the pair using the same
channel. The SU is utilizing the spectrum resource when-
ever it has energy for transmission, and the primary source
is sensed to be inactive (its transmission queue is empty).
The secondary source senses the channel every time slot to
detect possible activity of the primary source. In this work,
the sensing process is assumed to be perfect [24,25]. That
is, the probabilities of misdetection and false alarm are neg-
ligible because of the use of large sensing duration  . The
secondary source will be able to transmit a packet each
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Figure 1. Primary and secondary links and queues. We denote
the primary source as “ps”, the primary destination as “pd”,
the secondary source as “ss”, and the secondary destination as
“sd”. In the figure, œps denotes the average arrival rate to the
relaying queue.
time slot during the idle sessions of the primary source. An
energy packet is consumed either in data packet transmis-
sion or in primary data packet decoding and in feedback
messages broadcasting.
We adopt a flat fading channel model and assume that
the channel gains remain constant over the duration of the
time slot. We do not assume the availability of the chan-
nel state information at the transmitting terminals. Let us
denote the primary source as “ps”, the primary destination
as “pd”, the secondary source as “ss”, and the secondary
destination as “sd”. Let htj,k denote the channel coeffi-
cient between nodes j and k in time slot t, where j, k 2
fss, sd, ps, pdg. We assume an erasure channel, where a
packet is successfully decoded by the destination if the
received signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver exceeds the
correct decoding threshold, or equivalently, if the rate of
the transmitted packet is lower than channel capacity [26].
Because we adopt a time-slotted system with a fixed packet
transmission rate, the correct packet reception will be cap-
tured in terms of outage events and outage probability [26].
The received signal at node k due to a packet transmission
from node j in time slot t can be modeled as
ytj,k D h
t
j,kX tj C ztk (1)
where X tj denotes the transmitted packet with average
power Pj,k Watts at time t, and ztk is the additive white
Gaussian noise at node k. Based on the system model, the
outage probability (complement of successful transmission






























where Oj,k is the event that the channel between nodes j and
k is in outage, rj is the transmission rate of terminal j, W
is the channel bandwidth, Cj,k is the capacity of the link
between nodes j and k,Nı is the additive white Gaussian





, and j,k D 2j,kPj,k=Nı is the received signal-
to-noise ratio at node k when node j transmits a packet to
node k. The probability of correct packet reception between
nodes j and k is Pj,k D 1  Pj,k. The SU expends
one energy packet for data transmission. Assume that the
energy contained in one energy packet is E energy units.
Let T denote the time slot length. Because the secondary
transmission time is T , the secondary transmit power is
Pss,pd D Pss,sd D E=.T  /.
We assume that the primary source has an infinite length
buffer to store the arrived packets to the primary queue,
denoted by Qp. The secondary source has three buffers.
Specifically, a buffer to keep its own packets, denoted
by Qs, and another buffer to keep the relaying pack-
ets, denoted by Qps, and the third buffer maintains the
energy harvested from the environment, denoted by Qe.
The buffers are assumed to be of infinite length, which
is a reasonable assumption if the packet length is very
small relative to buffers’ size [15]. We consider time-
slotted transmissions where all packets contain the same
number of bits, and one slot is sufficient for one packet
transmission. More specifically, a packet of length b bits
is transmitted in T seconds. Accordingly, the transmis-
sion rate of the primary source is rp D b=T , whereas the
transmission rate of the secondary source is rs D b=.T 
/ D rp=.1  =T/, where  is the time spent in chan-
nel sensing and is assumed to be a fraction of T .‡ The
arrivals to the primary queue and the secondary data an
energy queues are assumed to be independent Bernoulli
(Markov) random variables [15] with mean arrival rates
œp 2 Œ0, 1 packets/slot, œs 2 Œ0, 1 packets/slot, and
œe 2 Œ0, 1 energy packets/slot for the primary queue, sec-
ondary queue, and secondary energy queue, respectively.
The arrivals are assumed to be independent from queue to
another and from slot to slot [15,26].
The feedback messages are assumed to be instanta-
neous and error-free§, and all nodes in the system can hear
them. We summarize medium access control operation
as follows.
 If the primary queue is nonempty, the primary source
transmits the packet at the head of its queue at the
beginning of each time slot.
‡The sensing duration  should be long enough to ensure robust chan-
nel sensing outcomes. However, the delay in secondary transmission
because of channel sensing raises the channel outages and hence the
queues rates degrade (for proof see [16]).
§This is because acknowledgement and negative-acknowledgement
packets are very short augmented by the use of low rate and strong
codes [15,26].
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 The secondary source senses the primary channel
each time slot to detect possible activity of the pri-
mary source.
 If the primary source is active, the secondary source
attempts to decode a fraction f of the primary packets
if and only if it has energy packets.
 If a packet is received successfully by either the pri-
mary destination or the secondary source, a feedback
message is sent at the end of the time slot by the
receiving node to inform the primary source regard-
ing the packet decoding status. The packet is then
removed from the primary source’s queue and sec-
ondary source’s relaying queue if the receiving node
was the primary destination.
 If the primary destination could not receive the pri-
mary packet correctly and the secondary source cor-
rectly decoded and accepted the packet, then the
secondary source will send back an acknowledgement
message at the end of the slot, and the packet will be
dropped from the primary queue.
 If a packet is not received successfully by both the
primary destination and the secondary source, each of
them sends back a negative-acknowledgement mes-
sage¶, and the primary source retransmits this packet
in the next time slot.
 If the channel is sensed to be free of primary activ-
ity, which occurs when the PU’s queue is empty, the
secondary source, if it has energy in its energy queue,
either retransmits the packet at the head of Qps or
transmits the packet at the head of Qs.
3. STABILITY ANALYSIS OF
THE SYSTEM
The queue sizes of Q`, ` 2 fp, s, ps, eg, evolves according















is the number of departures in time slot t and At
`
denotes the number of arrivals in time slot t and is a station-






The function ../C is defined as ./C D maxf , 0g, where
maxfg returns the maximum of the values provided in the
argument. We assume that departures occur before arrivals,
and the queue size is measured at the beginning of the time
slot [26].













¶We assume that the acknowledgements/negative-acknowledgements
sent by the secondary source and the primary destination are separated
in time or frequency.
All the data queues in the network should be sta-
ble for proper operation of the system. We can apply
Loynes’ theorem to check for stability conditions [26],
if the arrival and service processes are strictly stationary.
Loynes’ theorem states that if the arrival process and the
service process of a queue are strictly stationary processes,
and the mean service rate is greater than the mean arrival
rate of the queue, then the queue is stable. If the mean ser-
vice rate is lower than the mean arrival rate, then the queue
is unstable. Mathematically, the data queue Q` is stable if
œ` < `, where œ` and ` are the mean arrival and service
rates of Q`, respectively.
Now, we move our attention to the queues arrival and
service rates. The meaning of the relevant symbols are pro-
vided in Table I. The secondary source exploits the sensed
free time slots to transmit a packet from the relaying queue
with probability ˇ when Qs ¤ 0 and with probability 1
when Qs D 0. Or it transmits a packet from its own traf-
fic with probability ˇ D 1  ˇ when Qps ¤ 0 and with
probability 1 when Qps D 0. Based on the system model,
the service rate of the queues is given as follows. When
the secondary energy queue is nonempty, a packet from the








E Amount of energy per energy packet
hj,k Channel coefficient between nodes j and k
rj Transmission rate of node j
Cj,k Channel capacity between nodes j and k
Nı Noise power in Watts
j,k Received SNR at receiver k
Pj,k Transmit power of node j while
communicating with node k
ˇ Probability of choosing Qs packets
for transmission when Qps ¤ 0
1 ˇ Probability of choosing Qps packets
for transmission when Qs ¤ 0
Qp Primary queue
Qs Secondary traffic queue
Qps Relaying queue
Qe Energy queue
œ` Mean arrival rate of Q`
` Mean service rate of Q`
f The probability of admitting a primary packet
Pps,pd Probability of successful primary transmission
to the primary destination
Pps,ss Probability of successful primary transmission
to the secondary source
Pss,sd Probability of successful secondary transmission
to the secondary destination
Pss,pd Probability of successful secondary transmission
to the primary destination
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primary queue, Qp, is served in either one of the following
events. If its channel is not in outage (which occurs with
probability Pps,pd); or if its channel is in outage, the chan-
nel between the primary source and the secondary source
is not in outage (which occurs with probability Pps,ss), and
the secondary source decides to accept the packet (which
occurs with probability f ). Therefore, the mean service rate
of the primary queue is given by
p D Pps,pd C fPps,pdPps,ssPrfQe ¤ 0g (5)
Accordingly, the mean arrival rate to the relaying queue,
Qps, is given by
œps D fPps,pdPps,ssPrfQp ¤ 0, Qe ¤ 0g (6)
A packet from the relaying queue, Qps, is served if the
primary queue is empty, the secondary source has energy
in its energy queue, Qs D 0 or Qs ¤ 0 and the secondary
source decides to transmit from the relaying queue (which
occurs with probability ˇ), and the channel between the
secondary source and the primary destination is not in out-




PrfQp D 0, Qs D 0, Qe ¤ 0g
C ˇPrfQp D 0, Qs ¤ 0, Qe ¤ 0g

 (7)
Now, we move our attention to the secondary packets
queue, Qs. A packet at the head of this queue is served in
either one of the following events. If the primary queue is
empty, the secondary source has energy in its energy queue,
Qps D 0 or Qps ¤ 0 and the secondary source chooses its
own data queue for transmission (which occurs with prob-
ability ˇ), and the channel between the secondary source
and the secondary destination is not in outage. Therefore,
the mean service rate of Qs is given by
s D Pss,sd

PrfQp D 0, Qps D 0, Qe ¤ 0g
C ˇPrfQp D 0, Qps ¤ 0, Qe ¤ 0g
 (8)
A packet from the energy queue, Qe, is consumed in
either one of the following events. If the PU is active and
the SU decides to decode its packet (which occurs with
probability f ) or if the PU is inactive and the SU has a
packet at any of its data queues. Mathematically,
e D f PrfQp ¤ 0g
C

PrfQp D 0, Qs D 0, Qps ¤ 0g
C PrfQp D 0, Qs ¤ 0, Qps D 0g
C PrfQp D 0, Qps ¤ 0, Qps ¤ 0g

(9)
The queues are interacting with each other. More specif-
ically, the service rates of the queues depend on each other,
and therefore, the rates of the individual departure pro-
cesses cannot be computed directly. Analyzing the stability
of interacting queues is a difficult problem that has been
addressed for ALOHA systems initially in [27] and later
in [28–31]. Characterizing the stable throughput region
for more than three interacting queues is still an open
problem [26]. To bypass this difficulty and render the char-
acterization of the stability region tractable, we construct
hypothetical systems via bounding the queues’ rates. In the
new systems, the queues are decoupled.
Before proceeding, we emphasize the following. Any
point (rate pair .œp,œs/) beneath the outer bound is either
stable or unstable, but all points above the outer bound are
unstable. Moreover, all points beneath the inner bound are
stable, but any point above the inner bound is either stable
or unstable.
3.1. Lower and upper bounds on the service
and arrival rates
We append superscript “i” and “o” to the notations of the
mean arrival and service rates to denote the inner and the
outer bounds, respectively. By definition, the mean ser-







. In this subsection, we attempt to obtain upper
and lower bounds on the queues’ mean rates (arrival and
departure) by constructing hypothetical systems in which
the queues’ rates become bounded and decoupled. For the
decoupled queues, the joint probabilities of queues state
are simply the product of the marginal probabilities. The
probability of a stable data queue Q with mean arrival rate
œ and mean service rate .m/  œ, m D fi, og, being
nonempty is œ=.m/ [15,23–26]. Therefore, the probability











The mean service rate of the primary queue can be upper
bounded as follows:
p D Pps,pd C fPps,pdPps,ssPrfQe ¤ 0g




The mean service rate of the energy queue Qe is lower
bounded as follows:
e D f PrfQp ¤ 0g
C

PrfQp D 0, Qs D 0, Qps ¤ 0g
C PrfQp D 0, Qs ¤ 0, Qps D 0g
C PrfQp D 0, Qps ¤ 0, Qps ¤ 0g










For the energy queue, if œe  
.m/
e , m D fi, og, the prob-
ability of having the energy queue nonempty is given by
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. Whereas, if œe > 
.m/
e , the energy queue becomes
nonempty all the time. Combining both cases, the proba-



















where minfg returns the minimum of the values in the
argument. Using the following fact,
PrfQp D 0, Qs D 0, Qe ¤ 0g
C ˇPrfQp D 0, Qs ¤ 0, Qe ¤ 0g
 PrfQp D 0, Qs D 0, Qe ¤ 0g
C PrfQp D 0, Qs ¤ 0, Qe ¤ 0g
D PrfQp D 0, Qe ¤ 0g
(14)




PrfQp D 0, Qs D 0, Qe ¤ 0g
C ˇPrfQp D 0, Qs ¤ 0, Qe ¤ 0g























with œp  
.o/
p .
The relaying queue mean arrival rate can be lower
bounded as follows:
œps D f Pps,pdPps,ssPrfQp ¤ 0, Qe ¤ 0g
















with œp  
.o/
p .
The secondary own data queue mean service rate is
upper bounded as follows:
s D Pss,sd

PrfQp D 0, Qps D 0, Qe ¤ 0g






















with œp  
.o/
p .
The primary mean service rate is lower bounded as
follows:
p D Pps,pd C fPps,pdPps,ssPrfQe ¤ 0g












The energy queue mean service rate provided in (9) can
be upper bounded as follows. Because
PrfQp D 0, Qs D 0, Qps ¤ 0g
C PrfQp D 0, Qs ¤ 0, Qps D 0g
C PrfQp D 0, Qps ¤ 0, Qps ¤ 0g  PrfQp D 0g,
(19)
e  f PrfQp ¤ 0g C PrfQp D 0g
 1  .1  f /PrfQp ¤ 0g









with œp  
.o/
p .
The secondary source data queues (Qs and Qps) mean
service rates are lower bounded as follows:
ps D Pss,pd
	
PrfQp D 0, Qs D 0, Qe ¤ 0g






























PrfQp D 0, Qps D 0, Qe ¤ 0g
























with œp  
.i/
p . The inequalities E1 and E2 hold to equality
under the assumption that Qs and Qps never being empty,
that is, send dummy packets when they are empty. This
assumption is similar to the dominant system. The sta-
bility of the dominant has been proved to be sufficient
for the stability of the original system [25,26]. In our
system, this assumption reduces the data queues service
rates, because Qs and Qps send dummy packets; therefore,
when both queues are empty, there is a physical energy
packet consumption per free time slot when Qp D 0, and
hence, the energy queue will be emptied faster without
any contribution to the mean service rates of the queues.
Moreover, the secondary source will not be able to help
the primary source either by sending the future incom-
ing relaying packet or by decoding more primary packets.
Under this assumption, the first and the second inequalities
of the mean service rate of the energy queue presented in
(20) holds to equality. Therefore, sending dummy packets
decreases the service rates of the data queues and increases
the service rate of the energy queue.
The mean arrival rate of the relaying queue is upper
bounded as follows:
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œps D f Pps,pdPps,ssPrfQp ¤ 0, Qe ¤ 0g
















with œp  
.i/
p .
The outer and the inner bounds of the queues mean ser-
vice and arrival rates are summarized in Table II. The outer
and the inner bounds on the rates using M/D/1 with unity
service rate model for the energy queue can be obtained






3.2. Outer bound on the stability region
In order to obtain an outer bound on the stability region
of the original system, we need to upper bound the ser-
vice rates of the data queues and lower bound the service
and arrival rates of the energy queue and relaying queue,
respectively. The outer bound’s envelope points of the sta-
bility region is defined as the closure of the arrival rate
pairs .œp,
.o/
s /. More specifically, we fix œp and maxi-
mize .o/s as f and ˇ vary over Œ0, 1 and under stability
of all the queues in the network. The outer bound on the
stable throughput region of the system can be obtained by
stating a constrained optimization problem as in [25,26].
Because the upper bounded mean service rates, .o/p and

.o/
ps , and the lower bounded mean arrival rate to the relay-
ing queue, œ.i/ps , are independent of ˇ as shown in Table II,














The upper bound optimization problem has only one opti-
mization variable, f . The constraint œp  
.o/
p provides
the lower value of f . That is, œp  Pps,pd C fPps,pdPps,ss.









> 1, the opti-
mization problem becomes infeasible. The optimal f can
be obtained via a simple grid search.
3.3. Inner bound on the stability region
In order to obtain an inner bound for the stability region,
we need to lower the values of the service rates of the data
queues and elevate (increase) the values of the service rate
of the energy queue and the arrival rate of the relaying
queue. The inner bound on the stability region is obtained














Fixing f , the optimization problem (25) becomes a linear
program, that is, a convex program. More specifically, for
a given f , the objective function becomes linear in ˇ; the
primary queue constraint, œp  
.i/
p , becomes constant in
ˇ; and the relaying queue stability constraint becomes lin-
ear in ˇ. Hence, the optimization problem becomes linear
in terms of ˇ.
Rearranging the relaying queue stability constraint, ˇ is
upper bounded as follows:






























































with œp  
.i/
p . The optimal ˇ is the highest feasible ˇ.
Hence, for a fixed f , the optimal ˇ is given by
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with œp  
.i/
p . If ˇ < 0 and/or œp > 
.i/
p , the problem
is infeasible. If the optimization problem is infeasible, the
secondary source has no access to the channel. The main
idea of this approach is to solve a family of linear optimiza-
tion problems parameterized by f . The optimal f is chosen
to be the one that achieves the highest objective function
in (25).
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we provide some numerical results for the
optimization problems presented in this paper. Let S.h/
and OS.h/ denote the proposed system when the secondary
energy queue is modeled as a coupled queue with a cer-
tain service rate that depends on the other queues or as
a decoupled queue with unity service rate, respectively.
The superscript “h” reads “ı” for outer bound and “i” for
inner bound.
In Figure 2, we present a comparison between the
bounds of the stability region of the proposed cooperative
system under the proposed energy queue model and the
proposed cooperative system in which the energy queue
is modeled as a decoupled M/D/1 with unity service rate.
In the decoupled M/D/1 with unity service rate model,
an energy packet is consumed every time slot. In particu-
lar, the mean service rate of the energy queue is e D 1
energy packets/slot regardless of the secondary queues
state and the secondary operations; hence, it is a nonre-
alistic assumption as mentioned earlier. The parameters
used to generate the figure are Pps,pd D 0.2, Pss,sd D
0.2, Pps,ss D 0.1, Pss,pd D 0.1, and œe D 0.8 energy
packets/slot.
Figure 3 shows the impact of the arrival rate of the
energy queue on the stability bounds. More specifically, the
figure compares the inner bound of the proposed system
with and without modeling the energy queue as a decou-
Figure 2. The stability region bounds of the proposed system.
The parameters used to generate the figure are Pps,pd D 0.2,
Pss,sd D 0.2, Pps,ss D 0.1, Pss,pd D 0.1, and œe D 0.8 energy
packets per slot.
Figure 3. The stability region bounds of the proposed system.
The parameters used to generate the figure are Pps,pd D 0.4,
Pss,sd D 0.2, Pps,ss D 0.1, and Pss,pd D 0.1.
pled M/D/1 queue with unity service rate. The parameters
used to generate the figure are Pps,pd D 0.4, Pss,sd D 0.2,
Pps,ss D 0.1, and Pss,pd D 0.1.
From Figures 2 and 3, it is noted that S.i/ almost over-
laps with OS.ı/, specifically, for œe < 1 energy packets/slot.
This is because the decoupled M/D/1 with unity service
rate model assumes an energy packet consumption per slot
even if the secondary source is silent (in terms of decoding
a primary packet or accessing a sensed free time slot with
a data packet), and therefore, under this assumption, the
energy queue will be emptied rapidly, and the secondary
source will not be able to accept packets from PU or to
deliver its own data packets. For œe D 1 energy pack-
ets/slot, the bounds of the proposed model and the M/D/1
with unity service rate model coincide because the proba-
bility of the energy queue being nonempty for both models
is 1 (there is an energy arrival every slot, and therefore,
Figure 4. The stability region bounds of the proposed system.
The parameters used to generate the figure are Pps,pd D 1,
Pss,sd D 0.1, Pps,ss D 0.3, and Pss,pd D 0.2.
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Figure 5. The maximum primary service rate versus spectral
efficiency R D b=.TW / in bits per second per hertz (bits/s/Hz).
The left subfigure is plotted with ps,pd D 0.2, whereas the right
subfigure is plotted with ps,pd D 2. The noncooperative system
is denoted by “NC”.
the energy queue is always full). This case presents an SU
connected to a reliable power supply.
Figure 4 shows the impact of the arrival rate of the
energy queue on the proposed system bounds. The param-
eters used to generate the figure are Pps,pd D 1, Pss,sd D
0.1, Pps,ss D 0.3, Pss,pd D 0.2, and the values of œe shown
in the figure in energy packets/slot. For both bounds, we
plot the figure for six values of œe energy packets/slot.
The outer bounds of both models are overlapped for œe 2
Œ0.6, 1. Note that without cooperation, the SU will not gain
free slots to access the channel, and the primary queue will
be unstable (never being empty). This is because the mean
service rate of the primary queue, in case of noncooperative
SU, is 1  Pps,pd D 0. The stability region bounds expand
by increasing the secondary energy arrival rate. That is,
the feasible range of the primary mean arrival rate and the
maximum secondary throughput increase for each feasible
œp. This is because there will be sufficient energy for both
helping the PU and transmitting the packets from both the
relaying and data queues.
In Figure 5, the maximum primary service rate is plotted
against the spectral efficiency R D bTW . The inner and the
outer bounds on the primary mean service rate of the pro-
posed system are compared with the noncooperation case.
The advantage of the cooperative system over the non-
cooperative system is noted. For this case, the proposed
system’s bounds start from 1 for low rates R but decays
exponentially after that. The parameters used to generate
the figure are ps,ss D 8, ss,sd D 8, ss,sd D 8,  D 0.1T s,
œe D 0.7 energy packets per slot, and œp D 0.1 packets
per slot.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have investigated the impact of having an
energy harvesting cognitive radio user with a PU. We have
provided an inner bound and an outer bound on the stabil-
ity region of the proposed cooperative system. In contrast
to the decoupled M/D/1 energy queue with unity service
rate model [14], we have modeled the energy queue as a
discrete-time queue with certain arrival rate and certain ser-
vice rate. The service process depends on the behavior of
the SU and its data queue states. The beneficial gains of
cooperation are noted for both the primary and the sec-
ondary data queues in terms of mean service rates. We have
investigated the impact of the energy queue arrival rate on
the secondary and primary mean service rates.
A possible extension of this work is to consider a
multipacket reception channel model where concurrent
transmissions are allowed. In this case, the SU can trans-
mit concurrently with the PU to exploit the multipacket
reception capabilities of receivers.
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